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Vocabulary words list

Many students immediately think about vocabulary when they hear the word SAT. But sat vocab words really, what's important for doing well on the test? Kind of. If you're aiming for high scores, you'll definitely want to spend some time learning sat on SAT keywords. In this guide, we give you a complete list of the 262 most common SAT vocabulary words. We'll also explain how vocab is tested on the SAT,
what types of questions you'll see, and how to get the most out of your vocab training. How is Vocabulary tested on the SAT? The SAT underwent a significant redesign in 2016, and since then vocabulary has become a much less important part of the test. This is because there are fewer vocabulary issues on the current SAT than there were on the old SAT. However, it will still benefit you to study vocab,
especially if you aspire to a high or perfect score. All SAT words are about medium complexity and are checked in the context of reading passages, so you get not only a sentence, but an entire paragraph or passage to work with. Context keys make memorizing SAT vocab words less important on the current SAT than it was on the old SAT, back when you had to memorize dozens of obscure words and
answer questions that relate to isolated sentences (they were called sentences completing the problem). This made vocab issues especially difficult since you were given the minimum context with which to solve them. What do SAT Vocabulary looks like? Purely lexicon-based questions don't make up much of the SAT. Based on our analysis of the official SAT practice tests, 13% of the Reading section (or
about seven questions) ask you to match the word with its correct meaning. We call these words in context questions. For these questions, you need to know alternative meanings regarding common words such as straight and hold. While you may come across a little harder SAT words, you usually don't have to see any as hard as those on the old SAT. Here's an example of a question vocabulary reading
(with the relevant part of the passage shown): Source: Official SAT Practice test #1 In addition to words in the context of questions, you get questions that require you to choose a single word or phrase to paraphrase or clarify part of the passage. With these questions, you have to understand that all the words SAT vocab means that you can choose the right answer. Here are some examples of these
questions: In these examples you need to know the definitions of different SAT vocabulary words, such as grounded, free, and scandalous, so you can choose the right answer. Is Vocab Asking About SAT Writing? Aside from the Reading section, are sat vocab questions on the writing and language section? A quick yes answer is you'll see vocab questions by writing and language. While most of the
questions in this section focus on grammar, transitions, and strenuous, you also get some vocab questions that are asked Replace sat words in the passage we call these questions accuracy. In total, you get three Precision questions, which is about 7% of the SAT Writing section. Here's an example of the accuracy of the question (with the relevant part of the excerpt shown): Source: Official SAT Practice
Test #2 262 SAT Vocab Words You're Required to See on Testing Day Now that you know what vocab questions are on the SAT, let's go for 262 words and the definitions we offer to remember if you want to get high scores on SAT Reading and Writing. To compile this list, we dug through all the official SAT practice tests, looking at both the reading and writing sections (and not just the questions, but the
choice of answers and excerpts, too). We also looked at the words OF the SAT from other online vocab lists. While you don't need to memorize all the words below, getting to know most of them should help you better determine the tone of the passages and make you more effective in interpreting and answering questions correctly on SAT Readings and Letters. Below we give you every word, its part of the
speech, its definition and example of the sentence (or more if the word has multiple definitions/parts of speech). All words are listed in alphabetical order. v. To become less active, less intense, or less in quantity as I began my speech, my feelings of nervousness quickly subsided. Adj. existing exclusively in the mind; not imagining the real reality julie had a hard time understanding the appeal of abstract
painting. I got a terrible score in my research! All students should behave accordingly. n. The act of acquiring skills or acquiring something is easier for children than for adults. v. To make the costume a new purpose v. to adapt to the new condition, setting, or situation the USA adapted many foreign foods to better suit the tastes of Americans. Dogs are known for their ability to adapt quickly to the
environment. Adj. Having the knowledge or skills (usu. in a certain area) Beth likes to play the piano, but she is especially skilled at the violin. Adj. having sufficient qualifications to meet a specific task or goal Although his resume was adequate, the company questioned whether he would fit well. n. The arrival or creation of something (usu. historical) The world has never been the same since the advent of
the light bulb. Adj. associated with hostile opposition adversarial attitude will make you many enemies in life. n. someone who promotes or defends something against to protect or promote something (usu. faith, theory, opinion, etc.) I am a supporter of free higher education. Environmental protesters often advocate cleaner energy practices. Adj. Pertaining to beauty or exquisite taste Aesthetic decorations
at a wedding reception made you feel as if you were a character in a fairy tale. He saves money to afford to buy a new car. I can't afford to lose more. v. promote something (usu. reason) They are agitating for the best best Care. v. Allowing or agreeing with U.S. law allows citizens to speak freely. v. make a secretive mention of something She referred to the problem at hand, but said nothing more about it.
n. noisy dispute or confrontation Greg got into an altercation with a stranger in a bar. Adj. vague or vague in meaning Her ambiguous statement made me question whether I could trust her. Adj. Having a strong desire to succeed or achieve Penny is so ambitious she wants to be president someday. n. a state of uncertainty or stuck between two or more options His duality prevented him from immediately
signing a contract. a similar but not identical green onion is considered to be the analogue of spring onions. v. destroy or cause devastating destruction The Dictator sent an order to destroy a group of rebels. n. Something different from the norm This result is an anomaly and very rarely happens. v. Suppose what is likely to happen the party was as much fun as I expected it to be. n. A strong sense of
dislike for the professor was evident: she rolled her eyes whenever he entered the classroom. n. The high point of something Spring play was the pinnacle of our school year. n. The terrible wait for something her fears of leaving her home led to her missing train. v. Clearly put into words She articulated her opinion on the price of the house. Adj. Did something; Not going naturally Many kinds use artificial
flavors to make them taste fruity. His claim that shark mammals made everyone laugh. Adj. strict and forbidding adj.relating to self-denial He lived in a small, strict cabin in the middle of the forest. My boss had a stern facial expression. A strict way of life, like monks, is not for everyone. n. the quality of being real and true, not a fake and flimsy police officer questioned the authenticity of the suspect's story. n.
The intangible path or approach to something the Company has decided to pursue other ways. Adj. is actively interested in or enthusiastic about something Gerald is an avid football fan. Adj. Relating to the foundation or the basis of something you should start with the basic Russian language before you can go to an advanced level. v. have as characteristics It bears a strong resemblance to your mother.
Judy will have her first child later this year. My garden will carry pumpkins this year. I can't take it anymore when she complains! Many cultures believe in benevolent spirits. n. Prejudice that prevents objectivity Is important to avoid bias when investigating a crime. Adj. with a sense of sadness the end of the romantic film was bittersweet. v. Support, strengthen or strengthen If we work together, we should be
able to lift and then strengthen the sofa. v. To increase or increase profit growth was a welcome change. In order to increase profits, you have to satisfy your customers. n. intense, loud A V fight loud and devastating brawl broke out at the school today after one student accused another of fraud. Two students got into a fight for an hour. n. The quality of the short or shortness of the shortness of their
combined time made it even more romantic. Josh speaks candidly about his desire to become an actor. n. the trait of being honest and frank I admire her frankness, especially when no one bothers to speak. v. to use to your advantage I would like to use your mathematical skills, having your work cash register. v. Catch or take over V. successfully represent or emulate against to captivate, mesmerizing spy
has been captured by the enemy. Your picture perfectly reflects the ephemerality of life. I was captivated by her beauty. Police detained the offender three days after the incident. Adj. relating to the city or citizens adj. emotionally unattached (usu. used in medical or scientific settings) Her clinical approach to situations allows her to handle them more effectively. n. Special advantage or power Children of rich
and famous people often believe that they have a great influence. Adj. pointing out the rough texture of adj. lacking in sophistication or sophistication the horse mania was rough, as if it had never been washed. The rude way of speaking the queen surprised other members of the royal family. v. happen at the same time It wasn't until I booked a ticket that I realized the concert coincided with my finale. n.
Using payment to request something (such as a service or product) This painting was ordered by a wealthy merchant in 1589. This novel is comparable to Huckleberry Finn. Adj. sufficiently qualified We need to hire a competent web developer to create a good website for our company. Adj. satisfied, with no desire to change or improve Although he never won any awards or even were published, he was
smug with his life as a poet. v. to make perfect or complete This wine perfectly complements this gourmet cheese dish. v. Being forced to agree or surrender against confessing to sin without the chance of winning the battle, the army finally gave way. Dan confessed to his sister's prank. v. Submit or come up with a plan to build the city was originally conceived in the early 1900s. against ignoring, affirming,
or allowing her not to tolerate her daughter's rebellious behavior. Adj. being able to achieve or be suitable for noisy students hardly made the campus library conducive to study. The Group conducted its research abroad in a certain way last year. Be sure to behave accordingly. V. share something secretive with someone she has entrusted all her biggest secrets to her best friend. To invest restrictions; limit
we are going to limit the use of this drinking fountain. After several weeks of deliberations, the group finally reached a consensus. V. or to compose (part) something the Pursuit of Equality Of Images was a civil rights movement. She was thinking of telling her teacher about to deceive the student. v. Support or assert (opinion) the President argues that the U.S. government will not negotiate with terrorists. v.
be unlike camera footage contradicts his alibi. Adj. highly controversial and controversial Millions of viewers watched the controversial debate take place. Adj. following accepted standards She lives a normal life in the suburbs. v. pass or convey (information) I have trouble conveying my thoughts in French. n. A firm belief that her religious beliefs prevent her from eating meat. Providing evidence; for a
backup (claim) note signed by her father confirms her claim that she was absent from class that day. v. work in opposition to this ingredient seems to counteract others. n. The argument used to criticize or dismantle another argument make sure to include a counter-argument in the essay, so you can show that you have covered the topic from all angles. Adj. hindering the achievement of Bill's goal of
accepting the label was ultimately counterproductive: it took us twice as long to get to the train station. n. The final act or climax of the play was unforgettable. v. To promote the growth of teachers is not just to pass on new information to students, they cultivate their academic potential. v. To declare officially and with authority the President decreed that Halloween from now on is a national holiday. Her
reverence for the elderly makes her an ideal candidate for an internship at a retirement centre. Adj. not enough in the degree or sum I feel as if the sources for my paper are inadequate. Could you demonstrate a dance move for me? The use of words such as makeup and gloomy words by this book demonstrates the author's mournful tone. She resented my request to be transferred to another department.
v. to (over)use over time (usu. resources) Lost campers quickly depleted their food supplies. The moon is one giant, desolate landscape. v. come up with (plan) Lana has developed a plan to make herself famous. n. The problem that usually requires a choice between the two options The main dilemma is whether to pay for a commercial or not. n. Integrity; The quality of being dedicated to the task of Hard
work and confidence will help you far in life. v. To become smaller in scale or degree of itchy mosquito bites usually begins to decrease after a few days. Adj. hopeless and dangerous or scared, when the police do not explain what is happening immediately, Jane knew that the situation must be dire. Disputes about money have caused strong disagreements in the family. n. lack of respect and strong dislike
(to something or someone) He looked at me with such contempt that I immediately realized that the job would not work. n. hopelessness, stress, or horror against fill with nudity or fears to Nick's horror, he got the f on the test. Many were dismayed by the city's implementation Parking. v. Belittle or or right down to a good boss is harsh, but never humiliates his employees. v. to send a message or messenger,
the mother sent her daughter to her neighbor's house. n. the act has been becoming diverse lately, there has been a noticeable diversification of students in higher education institutions. n. principle, theory, or position, usu. religiously or gov't Devoutly religious people often live their lives according to their doctrines. n. Power and power (us. over the territory) The country claimed to have power over parts of
Russia. Puerto Rico is the dominion of the United States. The gray clouds in the sky made the day feel dreary. doubtful, doubtful, doubtful claims of a man to the throne were questionable, since no one knew where he came from. Adj. Peculiar or odd; deviating from the norm she's a bit eccentric but still fun to be around. After cheating on the exam, Emily began to feel as if she had made a blatant mistake.
Adj. having exquisite or expressive communication skills (in conversation or writing) His speech was not only eloquent, but also extremely convincing. Adj. Higher or outstanding; High in position or status Our city made news when an outstanding magician came to perform at our local theater. v. to release, release or release plants that consume carbon dioxide and emit oxygen. Adj. Very expressive; Using
the accent Her emphatic smile told me she was thrilled to ride a roller coaster ride. Adj. stems from experience, observation or experiment you need empirical evidence to support your claim. v. to equip or bestow (usu. quality or ability) According to myth, the gods endowed it with the gift of healing. v. surviving, surviving, or keeping out against I can't sustain this wait ever longer. Will Stanford accept or reject
me? The Doctor's program entails long nights and a lot of stress. Her face will always be in my memory. I can't list how many times I've had to remind my students when their papers are due. v. to admire and be jealous of His envy of her is quite obvious. She is jealous of her colleague's social skills. Adj. Not having a fixed rate Deviating from the norm the car became unstable after sliding on the ice. v. find
(business, group, school, etc.) They established a law that made it illegal to drive a car after consuming any amount of alcohol. Our group founded a new branch in Chicago. v. Draw forward or cause horror movies are great at causing fear. v. to make things worse or increase the severity the doctor told me not to run as it can exacerbate my knee injury. v. do something very well or be superior in She was a
comprehensive student, but excelled especially in science. v. use (usu. as force) Do not apply all its energy at once. Adj. The invigorating, stimulating, or exciting music playing at the club was catchy and exhilarating. Use (as in energy or money) Be careful not to waste all your energy in the first half of the marathon. v. use selfishly or for profit shoddy shoddy exploited his workers by paying them extremely
low wages. v. To help progress in graduate school, consultants facilitate student research and offer constructive criticism. n. The practicality or feasibility of her project was questionable; she will have to go all the way to Antarctica and back before the end of the school year. The lion is only one wild animal known for its cruelty. Adj. related to (government) money fiscal policy as the government uses money
to influence the economy. v. thrive, grow, or make rapid progress After one year, tiny plants thrived in an exciting garden. To be unstable; Rise and fall stocks can fluctuate on a daily basis, making it difficult to determine when to buy or sell one. Civilians accused their leader of inciting political unrest. Adj. able to be predicted or foresee I can not imagine foreigners visiting us for the foreseeable future.
Honestly, I don't see the point in learning to drive. His freewheeling attitude often got him in trouble at work. Adj. the most important or most basic part of the thesis is arguably the most basic part of the essay. Adj. The exciting, exciting, stimulating revival of the performance has left everyone fascinated. I became interested in geriatric medicine shortly after my grandfather died of cancer. The voices around
the corner sounded angry, hostile even. Adj. It is assumed. related to the hypothesis For my physics homework, I have to come up with a hypothetical situation. a politician's shameful or humiliating costly campaign ended in a disgraceful defeat. v. Parents must disseminate common sense to their children in order to transmit, give or disclose. n. Equal and objective attitude to opposing views To ensure
impartiality, we require everyone to follow these general guidelines. Adj. impressive (esp. in size or appearance) The Old Mansion was impressive in its huge size and Gothic architecture. If it's not too much of a imposition, could you correct my newspaper? Adj. Not cautious or reasonable. Rash Backpack abroad can be fun, but don't be careless about money. v. encourage or incite her hateful words have
caused anger in the crowd. n. Apathy, emotional detachment of girl's indifference to her brother upset their parents. Adv. Randomly; with little or no distinction, lottery winners are chosen indiscriminately. v. to give in; To satisfy or satisfy my friend likes to indulge in cheesy romantic movies. v. guess, conclude or get based on reasoning You can infer from this quote that the writer did not care about beautiful
language. Adj. novel or new (such as an idea or invention) Her invention was incredibly innovative and won her several awards. They say the vampire's thirst for blood The norms of culture were an inversion of our own. v. to call to turn to (for example, the highest authority) the shaman tried to summon the demon. Adj. unable to be in harmony or agreed couples were ultimately irreconcilable, giving them no
choice but to part. v. feel sadness; Susan lamented that she missed the chance to be in Europe with her high school class. Physics involves the study of movement. Adj. are able to make a lot of money; Profitable Writing a book is not a particularly lucrative career if you are J.K. Rowling. The ill-fated spirit drove the inhabitants out of their homes. Adj. able to be molded or altered by baby minds malleable,
but only for so long. Adj. Superficial; Many people accuse Americans of materialistic. Adj. extravagant or exaggerated (in melodrama) melodramatic performance was well liked by the viewer. Adj. Small in size or quantity They moved to a modest house in the countryside. For help at the company event I received a modest amount of money. v. change, change or adjust Dr. Nguyen's changed gene so that it
will not carry the disease. Adj. historically significant Her election victory was important. We are looking for new ways to approach the project. n. Subtle difference in the meaning of Body-language experts even understand the nuances of the miki. Adj. legally invalid and ineffective the Government declared their marriage invalid. n. Judgments based on observations rather than emotions or opinions In
scientific studies, objectivity is paramount. Adj. No longer in use. rare or unusual Historians have suggested that the recording players are already obsolete, but in fact they make a huge comeback. almighty and all powerful gods are all-powerful beings who can control human destiny. n. at the initial or early stages at the beginning of her career as a lawyer, everything was looking up. v. To speak out
publicly, the New Employee expressed his opinion at the company meeting. Adj. Very detailed and decorated that ornate silverware should cost thousands of dollars! v. to remove or force out (usu. state or office) sick and tired of putting up with his bad moods, the pirates ousted their captain. Adj. prevailing, superb, our most important concern is the safety of our employees. Entering the abandoned house,
Kate felt a peculiar feeling, as if someone was watching her. No one was killed in the fire, according to reports. They will persecute anyone who disagrees with their views on the world. it is especially difficult to care for capricious, irritable, irritable roosters. n. highest level or degree Many believe that composers such as Beethoven and Mozart represent the pinnacle of classical music. The fragile dog was
pathetic so I gave her some food and took her inside to take care of her. Adj. reasonable and perhaps true her story is plausible, but that doesn't mean she's telling the truth. The literary critic postulates that romanticism and naturalism are in fact interconnected. Adj. having a great adj influence. Having The chemical effect of the bald eagle is a powerful symbol of the United States. The zelier definitely
powerful-he healed my wounds immediately! Learning technology is not necessarily more pragmatic than learning philosophy. n. An example or subject from an earlier time This change in law has no historical precedent. n. Someone comes before you (usu. in state or office) My predecessor gave me many tips for managing an office. v. issue a drug permit Directions for our essay prescribe the length of at
least ten pages. The doctor should prescribe you this medicine before you can start taking it. n. Basic truth, assumption or rule Remember the universal principle: treat others the way you want them to treat you. v. to command against, outlaw Alcohol was banned in the USA in the 1920s. n. Signal to develop something; instructions against inciting, promoting, or forcing to act She is always quick when it
comes to turning into her homework. I had to write an essay based on a hint. The possibility of a scholarship prompted him to go to Harvard. v. Pass the law or formally announce that the ruler will finally declare an amnesty with neighbouring countries. v. to bring criminal proceedings against anyone (in court) the suspect was brought to justice yesterday. Adj. intending to provoke, inspire, or awaken her
nude paintings are considered highly provocative. Adj. involving the quality of something (functions and content) I noticed a qualitative change in her paintings. Adj. With the participation of quantity (number and amount) We need to do a quantitative analysis. His biggest quirk is his love of old marbles. v. divided into two or more branches Cars roamed the world in the twentieth century. Adj. without regard to
the danger or risk of her reckless decision to pass the car almost led to an accident. Adj. Not processed. Raw (as in food) He has a raw talent for the singer, but he has to work on his performance skills. In some countries, such as Japan, it is normal to eat raw fish. Adv. Immediately and easily the water was readily available at different points of the race. n. Again thinking about the earlier choice, the judges'
review of her speech led to her victory. n. change for the better; Improvement Reform made it so that only those 18 and older can legally drive. The government has reformed its vague policy on marijuana use. v. To prove his untruth, unfounded or incorrect, the student refuted the professor's assertion in the classroom against strengthening or adding support We can use these pipes to strengthen the
structure. Adv. somewhat reluctant Max reluctantly agreed to watch a horror movie with his friends. v. give up (usu. power or position) Our CEO abandoned his position yesterday. He gave up his friend after he caught her stealing money from him. A mother has rebuked her daughter's school for forcing pupils to come during a blizzard. V. recognize how a true father had given up on his son's marriage. She
gave up her son as soon as she found out that he had married someone without Her. n. The act of storing something water retention can make you weigh more on certain days. Adj. satisfied (usu. in hunger) I felt full after eating snacks. Adj. having practical intelligence or knowledge My brother is not very savvy when it comes to using public transport. AA is morally abusive, often damaging his reputation
Scandalous politician decided that it is better to resign. v. look down with contempt It's hard for me not to despise those who use the wrong grammar. Adj. paying great attention to the details I scrupulous corrector and never miss a mistake. v. carefully and critically examine the essays of their students. v. Produce or release (substance) Trees emits a sticky substance called juice. n. gentle or moving gesture
I'm in the mood that you should never give your passwords to anyone. Even though I'm not a big fan of porcelain dolls, I appreciated the feeling. Adj. so thin that the light could shine through the curtains on the window were so clean you could clearly see inside the house. This math problem is so simple that even a first-grader can solve it. The simple beauty of the ocean makes it unforgettable. Medieval
peasants believed that sinister demons can harm people. n. Joining common or common goals among the group I stood in solidarity with other female students, refusing to wear a sexist school uniform. Adv. not enough, meager, or in a limited manner Because of my condition, I have to eat salt sparingly. v. to call or create frogs, usually spawning in ponds. This topic has generated constant debate among
members of his family. v. to encourage or incite her bravery has spurred others to act. Adj. mutilated, dirty, or sleazy squalid cabin needed a new roof and fighter. Adj. Very simple; devoid of any detail or features looking at the harsh landscape, I felt a keen sense of isolation. Her life has been static for the past three years. v. make dependent on or put on a lower rank Subordinate officers work every day. My
subordinate will check on you. You're not my boss, you can't subdue me as an administrator! Adv. happens later or after something I subsequently went home. Adj. very large in amount or degree I was shocked to find a significant amount of money under the park bench. v. Strengthen with new evidence or facts It is important for scientists to substantiate their theories whenever possible. Adj. difficult to
detect or analyze I found in her expression a subtle hint of irritation. Adj. Enough is enough. just meeting the demands of these boxes should be sufficient for our movement. Adj. unfriendly; the angry bartender was a sullen lad who was not afraid to start a fight. v. to get to the top or overcome They were able to overcome the language barrier with the translation application. adj.to be vulnerable (to
something) more susceptible to certain diseases than adults. Adj. qualified in the with people Her tactful attitude towards our class made her one of my favorite teachers. The rubber band was stretched and ready to shoot. Adj. Abundantly filled (usu. with living organisms) Door handles are not as clean as they look and are often teeming with microbes. n. The usual mood or feeling she had a hostile
temperament that makes her intimidating for most people. We have not yet taken any formal action, but a preliminary location for our Hawaii wedding. Adj. Pass-through; so thin that light can shine through adj. Truthful or easy to perceive painted glass windows are not as transparent as regular glass windows. She was transparent about her plans to end her marriage. Adj. dangerous and unstable Journey
became insidious, but they continued independently. Adj. Very big, good, or bad in degree or size Huge news! You don't have to repay your loans! Adj. being everywhere is at once Cell phones are everywhere these days. Although the dress was cheap and unadorned, it was definitely her favorite on the rack. v. To weaken or undermine (uh. gradually or secretly) parents must take care so as not to
constantly undermine their children. v. to emphasize or give extra weight to this sentence seems to underline the general meaning of the passage. v. move like ripples or in a wavy picture belly dancers are known for their ability to expertly wavy their stomachs. The other party was considered an unfair unilateral decision. Adj. Unfair; not justified the court's decision is unfair, it should not be released. Adj.
Straight, full, full My speech was a non-comite disaster! Adj. brand new and never happened before; The historic number of protesters was unprecedented. v. to make visible; We plan to unveil our plans for the company's new project on Sunday. v. encourage or convince He had the desire to tell his parents about his admission to Colombia, but decided against it. She encouraged her sister to go to
Stanford. v. to prove or declare valid your selfish actions do not confirm your feelings for me. n. The ability to be done in a practical or useful way the viability of the solution is questionable. It is very important that you respond by the deadline. My brother quickly broke his oath to never eat chocolate again. V. to prove that reasonable wishing to look cool in front of friends does not guarantee breaking the
law. n. The production amount against give in or surrender to the farmer's annual pumpkin harvest exceeded 10,000. Cars, turning right on the red, should give way to oncoming traffic. Our experiment gave a lot of unique vegetables. How to learn SAT words effectively: 3 basic tips now that you have a huge list of SAT vocabulary words that you can work on, what's the best way to explore them? Here are
three key tips to help you get the most out of your sat vocab research. #1: Make and use the Waterfall Method One of the best ways to learn SAT vocab words to make flash cards. This allows you to what sat words you study and even randomize them so that you don't accidentally memorize words in a predetermined order. We recommend using the waterfall method to study your flash cards. With this
method, you get to see all the words in your deck, going to the most complex words more often than those you already know or kind of know. Here's how to use the waterfall method: Once you've made your flash cards, divide them into decks (you can put all the words you want in these decks) about 30-50 cards each. Choose one deck to be your starting stack. Go through your start stack by looking at
each card. For words that you know, put them in a bunch of Know It. For words that you don't know, put them in a separate pile of Fight as well: Now, pick up your struggling bunch and go through every card in it (leave your Know It pile where it is). Put the cards you know in a second Know his bunch and the ones you don't know in the fight bunch. Now you have to have two Know It piles and one fought
pile: Repeat this process of picking up your struggling bunch and going through every card until you're left with about one to five cards in your fight pile: By now you need to know most, if not all, of the cards in your deck. But it's not enough to just go through them once, you also have to work back time your waterfall cards. To do this, combine your struggling bunch with your last know it a bunch (a bunch of
closest to a fought bunch). It's going to be your work heap. Go through all the cards in this pile. If there are any words you forget, go through the whole bunch over and over again until you've learned all the definitions in it. Go through all these cards until you know each one. In the end, you had to make your way all back to the original starting stack. Now you know all the words of the SAT and their
meanings in your deck! Repeat this waterfall method with the other decks you make so that you can learn even more critical words of SAT vocab. #2: Focus on words you don't know, if you don't have time to explore the entire list above or just want to learn some SAT words, use our list to make a new vocab list containing only words you don't know. So if you know a word or are confident enough that you'll
be able to recognize it on the day of testing, skip it and instead focus on the words you'll have the most trouble remembering. If you have a list, use the waterfall method to explore it. If you're not a fan of paper flash cards, you can choose digital flash cards. Anki is a free software that you can download and use for your own flash cards. The program uses space repetition software (SRS) to show you maps
more often than those you know (mostly a digital version of the waterfall method). #3: Take official sat practical tests Since most of the words in our list above come from official SAT practice tests, once you've studied these SAT words, you can put your yours to test, with a practical test. This lets you see if you really know the meanings of words and whether you can get the right answers in the context of a
full-length, time test, like a real SAT. If you missed any questions because you forgot the meaning of the word, go back to our list of words SAT vocab using flash cards and waterfall method. The best SAT Vocab Flashcards If you plan to make your own SAT vocab flash cards from our list, you need at least 300 empty index cards and systems to keep them organized. These basic maps are an affordable
option that are also available in fun colors. You can keep them organized with plastic bags or rubber bands, or you can get an organizer. Also, try these easy-to-flip flash cards that include binder clips. While we strongly recommend making your own flash cards, you can also buy made. There aren't many options for the new SAT. We recommend going with the 1100 words of Barron you need to know a
series of exercises for learning keywords and idioms, or a Manhattan GRE flash card if you are looking for a challenge. Conclusion: The importance of studying SAT Vocabulary in general, the vocabulary of words does not play a huge role on the SAT. However, you certainly have some questions on both the reading and writing sections that test your knowledge of SAT words, so it's important to explore
those most likely to appear on the day of testing. The best way to study the SAT vocabulary is to make flash cards and use the waterfall method. This ensures that you know all the words in your deck and don't gloss over any difficult ones. If you don't want to make a flash card or don't have time to study the entire list, however, it's a good idea to pick words that you don't know and study only those. With
these, you can make a smaller deck of paper flash cards or opt for digital flash cards. No matter how you choose to learn the words SAT vocab, be sure to check what you've learned in the context of full-length hands-on tests. Almost all the words in our list above come from official SAT PRACTICAL tests, so you're guaranteed to meet them in one way or another! What's next? Want more tips on how to
study the vocabulary of SAT words? Check out our expert tips for memorizing SAT words quickly and find out why the waterfall method works so well. Aiming for a high SAT proof-based reading and writing score? Take a look at our in-depth guides to get the perfect reading score and learn how to read SAT passages. Taking the ACT instead? Then you'll need to know the vocab for this test, too. Find out
what words to expect in the ACT and how to learn them. Want to improve your SAT score by 160 points? Check out our best-in-class online SAT prep classes. We guarantee your money back if you don't improve your SAT score by 160 points or more. Our classes are completely online and they SAT experts. If you liked this article, you'll love our classes. Along with expert-led classes, you get personalized
personalized with thousands of practical problems organized by individual skills, so you learn most effectively. We'll also give you step-by-step custom programs to follow, so you'll never be confused about what to learn next. Try it without risk today: today:
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